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0C giving distinct EPR spectra that were attributed to water 
structure changes upon freezing. The presence of two differently 
oriented oxygen ligands in crystals of this molecule at 77 K and 
their equilibration to one species at 125 K has already been cited.4 

Therefore, a more general statement is that there exist confor
mational substates of the protein and that freezing traps the 
molecule in two minima of nearly equal energy. In our CoCPA 
data, the appearance of the second feature would require some 
rearrangement of ligands. For the second site, the g value in the 
direction corresponding to g = 2.0 for the first complex is about 
4.4. We note that CuCPA is devoid of esterase and peptidase 
activity whereas CoCPA is active. The absence of extra sites in 
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Nearly a century ago, Buchner and Curtius examined the 
thermal decomposition of ethyl diazoacetate in benzene.3 It took 
much of the next hundred years to unravel the structures of the 
"Buchner esters".4 It is now known that reaction of carbenes with 
benzene and other aromatic compounds proceeds by initial for
mation of the bicyclo[4.1.0] system (norcaradiene) which usually,5 

but not always,6 opens to the related cycloheptatriene. The ad
dition products are accompanied by smaller amounts of the 
products of carbon-hydrogen insertion. Methylene gives 9% 
toluene and 32% cycloheptatriene in its reaction with benzene.7 

Other carbenes give insertion products, but some of these com
pounds may be formed by rearrangements of norcaradienes.8 

Benzene has a set of three-dimensional aromatic cousins in the 
icosahedral carboranes of which 1, o-carborane, is the most ac
cessible. Molecular orbital treatments yield a set of 13 bonding 
MO's, which are nicely filled by the available 26 electrons. 
Alternatively, 1 may be viewed as a combination of two caps and 
two five-membered rings.9'10 A total of six electrons is contributed 
to "interstitial" bonding in the three-dimensionally aromatic 
system. Aromaticity is reflected in substantial thermal stability 
as well as traditionally "aromatic" chemical properties such as 
the ability to do aromatic substitution reactions." Having already 
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the single crystals of CuCPA may be related to an inability of 
the metal complex to rearrange to accommodate substrates in a 
way that can be done by CoCPA. The inactivity of CuCPA may 
of course be related to a number of other "inappropriate" ligation 
properties of Cu. Our results suggest that a temperature-de
pendent study of the X-ray crystallography of CoCPA and ZnCPA 
would show a dynamism of the metal coordination sphere and 
related protein structural changes. 
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Table I. insertion of Carbethoxycarbene into the B-H 
Bonds of 1 vs. Calculated Framework Charges 

6 2 21 4 5 

C-H 
(1,2) 
0 
0 
0 
+ 0.07 

B-H 
(3,6) 
4 
3 
5 
+0.03 

B-H 
(4,5,7,11) 
19 
19 
29 
0.00 

B-H 
(8,10) 
29 
27 
20 
-0.05 

B-H 
(9,12) 
47 
52 
46 
-0.05 

begun a study of the properties of divalent carbon attached to a 
carborane,12 we wondered if carbenes would react with carboranes 
as they do with the "two-dimensionally" aromatic benzene. We 
chose to examine the generation of the well-studied carbethoxy
carbene5'13 with 1. 

Irradiation of ethyl diazoacetate in a hexafluorobenzene solution 
of 1 led to four products (2-5) (Scheme I), along with small 
amounts of ethyl fumarate, ethyl maleate, and, in the thermal 
reaction, hexafluorobenzene/carbene adducts. Separation of the 
four isomers was satisfactorily accomplished on a 6.5 ft X ' /4 in. 
15% QF-I on 60/80 Chromosorb W column operated at 195 0C. 
Thermal decomposition of a hexafluorobenzene solution of 1 and 
ethyl diazoacetate in the presence or absence of CuCl led to the 
same four adducts. Table I gives the ratios as determined by gas 
chromatography, after reaction for 1 h.14 

GC/MS showed that 2-5 incorporated the elements of the 
carbene and 1. Precise mass spectrometry established the formulae 
as C6B10H18O2.

 1H NMR and infrared spectroscopy revealed that 
the ester function was retained, and 11B NMR at 115.5 and 80.25 
MHz permitted a detailed structural analysis.15 The compounds 
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Scheme I 
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are the four possible products of insertion into the boron-hydrogen 
bonds of 1. The carbene ignores the available C-H bond. We 
have independently synthesized 616 and are unable to detect it in 
the crude reaction mixture. 

'H2COOEt 

Carboranes incorporating six-membered rings are unknown.10 

In our case formation of a carborane version of cycloheptatriene 
would not only expand one five-membered ring of the polyhedron 
but interrupt conjugation as well. So we are not surprised that 
insertion products appear instead. Electrophilic substitution in 
1 favors the most electron-rich bonds. Friedel-Crafts halogenation 
proceeds first at the 9,12-position, followed by the 8,10-position.lla 

The other sites are not attacked. Carbethoxycarbene, a known 
electrophile, behaves similarly. The C-H bonds are not attacked, 
and the products are formed roughly in proportion to the calculated 
framework charges in 1, although the 9,12-position seems to be 
especially favored, as predicted by Lipscomb et al.17 

Allylic or benzylic carbon-hydrogen bonds are known to be 
expecially active in carbon-hydrogen insertion.18 Doubtless the 
transition state for insertion benefits in energy terms from con
jugation between the breaking carbon-hydrogen bond and the 
orbitals of the ring. No such benefit accrues to 1-methyl-o 
carborane. Although our analysis of this system is not yet com
plete, it is clear that boron-hydrogen insertion is still strongly 
favored. This is not surprising as the carborane framework, 
aromatic though it be, is known to be connected only inefficiently 
to an external free valence.19 

Regiospecific substitution at boron is notoriously difficult, 
especially at the 3,6- and 4,5,7,11-positions. Carbene reactions 
provide a new route to such B-substituted carboranes. We will 
report later on other carbenes,20 the effect of spin state, and the 
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possible intervention of 13-vertex carboranes in this apparently 
simple reaction. 
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Although a great deal is known about the chemistry of singlet 
(1A,) and triplet (3B1) methylene,1 there have been few studies 
of the first excited singlet state (1B1). Hoffmann2 has reported 
a theoretical investigation that makes the interesting prediction 
that the addition of CH2(1B1) to alkenes should be nonstereos-
pecific. Experimental studies of the short-wavelength photolysis 
of ketene, in which CH2(1B1) is postulated, support this predic
tion.3,4 We now report experimental results that are consistent 
with the formation CH2(

1B1) in the carbon atom deoxygenation 
of formaldehyde (eq 1) and which indicate that this species adds 
in a stepwise manner to alkenes. 

CH 2 =O + C — CO + CH, (D 

In this study, we have generated atomic carbon by the ther
molysis of 5-diazotetrazole5 in the presence of gaseous form
aldehyde and have taken advantage of the well-documented6 
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